Digital Retail

DRS AutoGen makes life easier...it does the busy work
behind the scenes, so you can get on with your day.

S O L U T I O N S

DRS AutoGen™

for Microsoft® Retail Management System
DRS AutoGen allows you to configure the RMS database to
automate certain procedures for new item adds. AutoGen also
automates changes to selected data in Item Properties and
Purchase Orders.
Depending on your license registration, AutoGen can be used
to configure a Store Operations or HeadQuarters database.

Use DRS AutoGen to:
 Define a pattern to autogenerate Item













Lookup Codes (ILC) using a sequential
number
Define a pattern to autogenerate
categorized ILCs using a category,
department/category, or supplier code
prefix
Create a Special Order department and
autogenerate special order ILCs for use in
POS (HQ database only)
Automate a tagalong item to be assigned to
new items in a specified department
Create a Trade-in department and
autogenerate trade-in ILCs for use in POS
Automate sales tax assignment by location
for new item adds in HQ (HQ database
only)
Automate copying of the Supplier Reorder
Number as an Alias
Automate updates of Supplier and Supplier
Reorder Number from Purchase Order
entries
User defined default barcode type (ex,
128A)
Includes code to set the barcode type for
existing items if not already set
Tutorial link (see About, Online Tutorial)
Works with all RMS versions 1.x to 2.x

.

60-day Free Trial
All upgrades to DRS AutoGen
are included with your annual
maintenance plan (AMP)
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